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Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of Physical Education, Sport and Physical Activity (PESPA) they
offer. This means that you should use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will benefit pupils joining the
school in future years

Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which schools should
demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your provision and to report
your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way of meeting the reporting
requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous
spend. Under the Ofsted Schools Inspection Framework, inspectors will assess how effectively leaders use the
Primary PE and Sport Premium and measure its impact on outcomes for pupils, and how effectively governors
hold them to account for this.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as
well as on the impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and
attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31 July 2019 at the
latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it
on your website throughout the year, as evidence of your
ongoing review into how you are using the money to
secure maximum, sustainable impact. To see an
example of how to complete the table please
click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
students now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend, identify current need and priorities for the future.

Key achievements to date:









Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

During the course of the year, our children were exposed to some new and 
different sports and activities. In the autumn, KS1 were offered the chance
to be trained using their scooters and developing road safety, so
encourage safer travel to school. A good percentage of children took up
this opportunity, leading to an increase in them choosing to travel in a
greener, more sustainable way. It also led to Scooter Club being offered to 
the children as a result of this. An increase in healthy, active and
sustainable travel was also noted.
A new teacher, Mr Dodds, led Korfball club for KS2, a new and exciting

sport that a small number of children participated in. This was well
received by the children who attended, with plans to develop a unit of
work for him to use in Year 5 during the next academic year.

Soccer Elite club continued throughout the year, with 71% of the
participants representing the school in competitive situations against
other schools.
Having purchased both Infant Agility and Sportshall Athletics equipment,
these have been utilised in our curriculum time, after school clubs and our 
sports days. We updated some of the older activities to include Target
Throw and High Stepper (Sportshall Athletics) and Pitcher (Infant Agility)
on our ‘Potted’ sports day. Year 1 made use of the Infant agility equipment
in their novelty race in our more traditional races sports day. This

equipment has been well used and integrated into our school year, being 
sustainable for many years to come. This has led to us aiming for PBS and
competing against other schools through a virtual league, as well as in

intra-school athletics competitions each term.
We established our first Sports Crew and they are beginning to develop
their roles and make suggestions as to how they can be utilised in the

future. Children have also been developing their leadership skills within
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Having completed the 2017-2018 academic year achieving the Silver
Games Mark for the second successive year, and discovering we were very
close to achieving the Gold Games Mark, we will look at improving upon
those areas, initially looking at the areas we fell short on (e.g. club links)
and how we could improve those further.
Have a closer look at what is required to take part in the Active Infant
Mark, although there was a lot more required for this than the Sainsburys
Games Mark.
Mrs Knight to complete her Level 5/6 training and disseminate skills and
strategies to other members of staff. (Staff to complete an initial skills
audit to decide what needs covering).
Purchase a new set of football nets and goal posts to enable us to host
football matches or mini tournaments here. Children could then, perhaps,
utilise them at break or lunchtimes, along within lessons and afterschool
clubs, to improve our shooting drills and hopefully scoring in competitive
game situations.
Look into how we can support the Year 6 children who don’t meet the 3
National Curriculum requirements for swimming. Consider overhauling
our approach to swimming to make it more effective and less disruptive to
the yearly timetable.
Continue to develop the role of Sports Crew further.
Welcome in any additional coaching opportunities that arise: Chance to
Shine, Charlton Athletic FUNdamentals of movement.
Investigate improving overall fitness of the children, perhaps with the
Daily Mile or a PB challenge. Could we develop the role of Sports Crew
further to incorporate this?
Consider how we use our school grounds for Physical Education, School















their own lessons, such as refereeing at the end of a unit of work using
Squistles, and it is hoped that this responsibility will develop beyond the
classroom.
We have taken part in a Joe Wicks work out, run laps of playground, and
trialled some different online videos to keep the children active at various
times of the day, working towards an extra 30 minutes of daily activity.
The Sports Crew also helped with this during Sports Relief.
Having spent time observing the children at playtime, there is a lot of
activity going on, with the majority of children being fairly active, only a
handful less active. With the purchase of new playground equipment, the
levels of activity were raised even further, although it may be worth
targeting specific individuals to increase their activity in a more structured
and supported manner.
We encouraged the children in Year 6 who were unable to swim 25m to
attended extra lessons in term 6 to reach this milestone, but there was no
uptake. We need to consider a more radical revamp of our swimming
curriculum to develop the skills earlier in their school life.
Mrs Knight has begun to undertake the Level 5/6 PESSPA course, which
has proved informative so far. Miss Heard attended a specific EYFS training
course linking literacy and PE, and Mrs Knight and Mr Wood attended a
session in Inclusive PE.
Our Pupil Premium children were invited to develop their ideas and
suggestions for redesigning the school playground in the form of an after
school club, lead by a lady from Project Sailius, along with Mrs Baksh.
We welcomed a variety of people into our school, including Adrian, the
cricket coach from Chance to Shine, coaches from Charlton Athletic; we
took part in Indian dance workshops concentrating on Bollywood dance
and traditional Indian dancing, which were well received by the children,
leading to us booking further workshops to ensure our sports day
contained a more multicultural feel, with each team having a workshop
based around a dance from a different country (Brazil, Spain, Greece,
Ireland, China).
In Sports week, KS1&2 took part in a mini World Cup tournament, with
Year 6 developing their leadership skills further. All classes held their own
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Sport and Physical Activity and how we can improve our surroundings to
make the children more active. Involve the children in this as much as
possible.





‘Race for Life’, and we invited in a company with an inflatable assault
course for the children to participate in, with three of our children being
on the year’s leader boards at the end of the week! We have discussed the
possibility, as a staff, of improving sports day teams/houses and
embedding them more into school life, using house captains throughout
the year.
We have taken many opportunities that were made available to us to take
part in tournaments and competitions of a sporting nature for KS2, with
more being offered for the younger children in KS1 and LKS2. We hosted
our very first Rapid Fire tournament at Senacre, with the help of Adrian
from Chance to Shine.
We ended the year achieving the Silver Games mark for the second year in
a row, with a small number of areas to work on to achieve the gold.

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety

Please complete all of the below:

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your children may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

93% (28/30)

93% (28/30)

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 93% (28/30)

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?
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Yes

At Senacre Wood Primary School, our curriculum swimming provision is focused on Year 4, with the class
having weekly swimming lessons throughout the entire year. In the Summer term, the opportunity for
further swimming instruction is offered to the children in Years 5 and 6 who have not achieved the
expected 25 metre distance, which is funded through our Sports Premium Funding. It is hoped, with the
lessons being concentrated in year 4, we will have to fund less top-up swimming as time progresses, due to
consistency and continuity of swimming provision for our children.
The breakdown of our swimming provision is as follows:
Weekly cost: £180 coach, £10.50 per instructor (x4 = £42), £1.85 per child (x30 Year 4 children +20 Year 5/6
children for 2018-2019 academic year summer term only, £92.50) = £314.50 (£6.29 per child per week)
For the 20 children from Years 5 and 6, for the 6-week swimming block (£6.29 x 6 weeks x 20 children) =
£754.80 (4%) from the Sports Funding.
At the end of the summer term (July 2019), 4 children from Year 6 and additional 4 children from Year 5,
were able to swim confidently and competently over 25m. Only two of the children in this year’s Year 6
cohort did not achieve this.
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Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for students today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2018/19

Total fund allocated: £17,790

Date Updated: Summer 2019

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school children undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
(£543.19) 3%
Actions to achieve:
Evidence and impact:
School focus with clarity on
Funding
Sustainability and suggested
intended impact on pupils:
allocated:
next steps:
-

Encourage active playtimes
through purchase of new
equipment.

-

-
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Select Sports Crew from each
£311.23 (2%)
class
They survey their classes to help
select equipment (pupil voice)
Purchase equipment (and
possibly new individual storage
boxes) for each class
Sports crew take responsibility
for the care of these items
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-

-

Children have access to the equipment (balls, ropes,
ankle skippers, etc) at break
and lunch times and are more
active as a result.
A reduction in playground
incidents noted as children
are busy and engaged in
active play.

Sports Crew taking on
responsibility for their class
items, which are colour coded per class, and ensure
fewer items lost.
New outdoor storage
containers needed on both
infant and junior
playgrounds with front
opening doors to store
equipment in, along with
boxes per class. Additional
money allocated for boxes
£100, containers £700.

30 size 3 footballs (3x£59.99) - These balls can also be
were purchased for use
available for use in staff-run
during curriculum time for
football clubs, offering
Years 1 - 4.
extra-curricular
- Enabled all children to be
opportunities after school
active throughout the lesson,
and during the school day,
rather than having to take
encouraging more regular
turns and constantly waiting
physical activity. Children
for the ball.
will be using suitably sized
- Individual skills will improve
equipment.
with more time spent on the - Tennis units of work
ball.
developed for use in Years 1
- Children are more physically
and 3, with the children in
active for longer in lessons,
Year 3 responding positively
with less ‘boredom’ whilst
to a new sport,
waiting for equipment to
demonstrating a keenness
become available.
to further develop their
- A selection of foam and
skills and knowledge.
regular tennis balls were
purchased, suitable for both
indoor and outdoor use,
again allowing ample
equipment for children to use
across a variety of lessons.
Percentage of total allocation:
Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
(£7175) 40%
School focus with clarity on
Actions to achieve:
Funding
Evidence and impact:
Sustainability and suggested
intended impact on pupils:
allocated:
next steps:
- Introduce yoga to the children to - Contact a local yoga teacher to N/A
- This was well received by the - The children have been
help develop mindfulness,
come into school to run
children and lead to a ‘yoga
signposted to yoga classes,
relaxation and general well-being.
assemblies (9.10.18) for KS1&2
day’ with a trial session for all
for KS2 this is a local out of
to introduce yoga to the children
classes. (14.11.18)
school (club link for School
and signposting other
Games Mark) and for KS1,
opportunities to them.
we are offering a club after
school at Senacre Term 2/3.
-

All children to be active in PE
lessons, so providing ample
equipment for full participation. -
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Audit of PE equipment for
£231.96 (1%)
curriculum use.
Purchase equipment that
enables all children to take part
in the lesson
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-

-

-

Year 3 children to take part in the Princes Trust Award Project.
-

-

School membership for Youth
Sport Trust to gain access to
resources and specialist support, ensuring the school is kept up to
date on PE.

- After the success of a previous dance workshop, invite Dance Days
back to link with our themed school
dinners of the ‘Wild West’ for
Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1,
encouraging healthy eating.
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Meeting between Mrs Sweeney £5850.00 (33%) and Princes Trust Award to
ascertain suitability for Year 3.
Book into calendar start date
and meeting with parents.
Ensure children have
appropriate clothing and
footwear in school.
Decide on level of membership £1100.00 (6%) required and purchase.
Mrs Knight to disseminate
information to staff as
information becomes available.

The project with Year 3 began in January 2019 and will
continue for a year until
December 2019.

Liaise with school dinner £225.00 (1%)
provider to confirm date, then
discuss availability with Dance
Days
to
confirm
theme,
including the importance of a
healthy, balanced diet.

The children were engaged in an afternoon of ‘Wild West’
themed activities, which
included dance, where eating
well and exercising were
highlighted.
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-

Through our membership as part of the Youth Sport Trust,
we welcomed Steve Frew,
Commonwealth Gold Medal
winner, to our school, where
all children took part in team building and gymnastic
activities. The children were
inspired by his assembly and
were fully involved in the
workshops.

Year 6 are going to have
timetabled yoga as part of
their curriculum PE offer
from January 2019. See Key
Indicator 4.

The school received
resource packs that have
been shared with staff to
integrate Physical Activity
across the curriculum.
The children were enthused
through their meeting with
a ‘real’ gymnast. Continue
to offer High Quality
gymnastic skills to classes
and signpost them to out of
school gymnastics clubs.
Continue to give children
access to dance through
short videos in class, such
as ‘Go Noodle’ and ‘BBC
Supermovers’ to raise their
heartrate and take steps
towards the additional 30minute offer.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport
School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
Funding
impact on pupils:
allocated:
- Attendance at the Kent and - Book a place on the conference £60.00 (>1%)
Medway PE Conference by Mrs - Attend the conference, make
Knight, PE Lead (January 2019)
notes, network, increase
knowledge and awareness of
further opportunities available
to our school.
-

Mrs Knight to do CPD with staff
following on from Level 5/6
PESSPA course.

-

-

Mr McConnell to undertake FA
Level 1 Football Coaching to
provide additional support for
after school clubs.

-

Evidence and impact:
-

£31.98 (>1%) Audit of staff skills and
confidences.
Book staff meeting time for PE
slots to cover OAA,
dance/gymnastics, games and
plan appropriate activities.
Purchase dance ribbons as
recommended on PESSPA
course. (£31.98)
£129.17 (>1%) Book place on course and
attend.
Complete modules which
include First Aid and FA Child
Protection.

-

Mrs Knight to renew her FA First Aid training.

Select an appropriate First Aid £30.00 (>1%)
course and attend.

-

-

Purchase the AfPE Handbook, ‘Safe
Practice:
in
Physical
Education, School Sport and
Physical Activity’.

Find link and order book.

£51.49 (>1%)

-
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Ideas gathered and contacts
made, including new sports
ideas for our whole school
experience week, discounted
resources leaflets.

Staff were receptive and
enthusiastic towards in-house
PE CPD. They had the
opportunity to ask questions,
look at the National
Curriculum, try out games and
activities, and use a variety of
equipment.

Percentage of total allocation:
(£302.64) 2%
Sustainability and suggested
next steps:
- Following further research,
book in a date with
Kidditch for Sports Week.
- Arrange for companies to
attend, measure and quote
for playground
development.
- Teachers were observed by
Mrs Knight and had the
opportunity to observe her
lessons as needed.
- Staff felt more confident
when teaching their own
lessons.

Mr McConnell and Mrs Knight ran Wildcats sessions together
until training course complete.
Girls from Years 1 – 6 given the opportunity to develop
sporting and football skills in
an appropriate environment.
Once the FA First Aid training was completed, this has
enabled us to begin the FA
Wildcats Girls Football Club.
Book arrived and is referred to as needed.
Mrs Knight shared the book with staff so they know where
to look if they have health and

Mr McConnell to coach
Wildcats Girls Football Club
once trained.
Girls have the opportunity
to progress and develop
their skills, participating in
tournaments that arise.
Mrs Knight was able to
support Mr McConnell with
the Wildcats Football Club,
until his training was
complete.
Safe practice adhered to in
PE lessons.
Consider booking a PE H&S
workshop delivered by

safety concerns. Staff sign
posted to this book to ensure
they are confident safety
requirements are being met in
lessons and extra-curricular
clubs, resulting in pupils
feeling safe and secure.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
impact on pupils:
- Yoga sessions for Year 6 following - Book sessions in with Hannah,
on from whole school taster day.
the yoga teacher, starting in
January 2019 (Term 3).
- Secure hall slot for use by year
6 (Friday pm).
- Evaluate impact of children in
lessons.
- Use techniques in class from
yoga session.
-

Give children the opportunity to
play Quiddich (Kiddich) as an
exciting new sport during our
whole school experience week.

-

-

-

Full audit of School Sport and PE
equipment and upgrade
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-

AfPE Health and Safety
team.
Subject Leader will update
staff on any developments,
disseminating information
that is available on the afPE
website.
Percentage of total allocation:
(£4745.97) 27%
Sustainability and suggested
Evidence and impact:
next steps:
- The children responded really - Consider this as a positive
use of sports funding for
well to Hannah, the yoga
next year, with the
teacher.
possibility of extending to
- Class teacher felt the children
an afternoon of yoga with
had greater moments of calm
another class benefitting
and were able to apply
from the input.
techniques learnt to other
areas of school life.

Funding
allocated:
Term 3 – £300
(6 weeks @ £50
each); Term 4 –
£300 (6 weeks
@ £50 each);
Term 5 – £250
(5 weeks @ £50
each); Term 6 –
£300 (6 weeks
@ £50 each)
£1150 (6%)
Arrange a suitable date with an £300 (2%)
outside provider for a day of
whole school ‘Kidditch’ during
our whole school experience
sports week.
Arrange a timetable for the day
and confirm with teachers.
Share with staff and children a
video to watch in advance of
the workshops during an
assembly.
Time to audit, sort and
£445.97 (3%)
organise the equipment across
the PE cupboards.
Supported by:

-

There were many happy,
smiling faces taking part
during the day of workshops,
with disappointment when
their session came to an end.
The children were able to draw
on skills from a variety of
sporting disciplines, using balls
and tags, making connections
between a story-based activity
and how it could be played in
real life!
After a full audit of School
Sport and PE equipment was
conducted, it was clear that

Ensure we give time for
children to create their
own games through the
curriculum, with the
opportunity of playing and
sharing them.
Consider creating or
purchasing our own set of
equipment and develop a
scheme of work based on
the fundamentals of
Kiddich.
With more equipment
available, it is vital we keep
on top of the organisation

-

-

Create a list of what is needed
and prioritise according to
greatest need.
Research and purchase
equipment.

-

-

-

Continue to fund quality football coaching from Soccer Elite,
outside provider, for children in Years 4, 5 and 6, whatever their
skill level and ability, including
those who may not otherwise be able to access extra-curricular
sport.
-

-

Book Soccer Elite in to attend Terms 1&2:
for each term.
£950.00 (5%)
Letters sent at the start of each Terms 3&4:
term for children to select £950.00 (5%)
clubs.
Terms 5&6:
Monitor children who attend, £950.00 (5%)
particularly Pupil Premium
children.
TOTAL: £2850
Identify
Pupil
Premium (16%)
children who don’t attend any
extra-curricular clubs and
encourage to sign up for Soccer
Elite if they are interested in
football.
Observations
of
and
discussions with coach to
ensure high quality coaching.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport
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-

some equipment was no
longer fit for purpose and
some equipment needed to be
replenished.
4 new Speed Bounce mats
were purchased (4 @£66.50
each) to enable more children
to participate in an activity
they enjoy, whilst developing leadership skills.
Size 4 footballs for use by
years 5 and 6 were purchased
for use in lessons to allow all
access to a ball, rather than
waiting (30 @£179.97 – 3
packs of 10 @£59.99 each).
Soccer Elite coach attends on a weekly basis, providing
regular, structured football
sessions to support the
development of fitness,
enjoyment and football skills.

DATA tbc from FW

-

of PE equipment, may be
worth older Sports Crew
taking on some
responsibility for this.
A record needs to be kept,
and SL informed, of
broken, damaged or
missing equipment.
It would be worth
considering purchasing
some new dodgeballs in
the future.

Continue to monitor which
of these children have
attended football matches
and tournaments, leading
to an increase in
competitive participation.
We will also monitor the
coaches to ensure the
sessions they provide are
of a high quality, and of
benefit to our children,
whilst they continue to
develop their skills and
enjoyment of the game.

DATA tbc from FW

Percentage of total allocation:

(£1109.94) 6%
School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
Funding
Sustainability and suggested
Evidence and impact:
impact on pupils:
allocated:
next steps:
- We now have the goal
- Purchase of goal posts to enable - Research size needed for the £759.94 from - Goals purchased.
Networld,
plus
posts that should last for
children.
An
additional
£350
required
us to host interschool
£350
for
many years to come.
- Order a set of mini soccer goals
for the instillation of the goal
tournaments once again, along
installation
- Ability to host friendly and
(12x6).
posts.
with improving shooting and
TOTAL:
competitive matches and
scoring in training which is then
£1109.94 (6%)
mini tournaments, both
applied to matches.
inter- and intra-school, plus
use of during lessons and
Allow us to host mini interschool
extra-curricular sport.
tournaments once again. Corner
- Consider the future
flags?
purchase of corner flags.
We also received a kit from
NK
to
apply
for
a
smaller
sized
Kit
arrived
June
2019
and
was
- Additional competitive sport kit,
a parent, sponsored by his
kit through the Premier All
used during local
suitable for Years 3 and 4, possibly
company. This was
Stars
Scheme,
Autumn
2018.
competitions.
KS1 in addition.
published in our newsletter
- Photos were taken and a press
and was also used in local
statement was published.
competitions by several
different teams.
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